THE BABY'S CLOTHES
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wide. Of these, four or six will be ample, for baby's washing is
never limited to the single family wash day.


Other Less Essential Garments. Meager though it may
seem, the above are the only garments absolutely essential for
baby through his first weeks of life, except as he may need more
when out of doors in cold weather.
In summer weather he may need
nothing else in the way of per-
sonal garments. In his basket,
protected from drafts, and with
necessary blanket or downy quilt
for protection during the cooler
part of the day, there is little rea-
son for more clothing. And in his
freedom from bunglesome gar-
ments, baby will happily kick his
way into fuller development and
unhampered growth*
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A "WARREN DRESS/' OR
SLEEPING BAG
The tapes at the cornera may be fas-
tened to the corner posts of crib, if
neccsaary.
The garment next in impor-
tance is a slip, or nigktdre$$t or a
bed gowns—tor baby's clays are
spent in bt*d almost as much as
his nights,—which will give
baby's elders the feeling that he
is dressed even though he realizes
little difference. This slip, to be
most practical, should be made of
soft material, as outing flannel.
The hands may be kept warm and the baby kept from sucking
his thumb or scratching his face by making the sleeves long
enough so that they may be closed over the hands with a draw
string. For the first weeks of baby's life a very practical gar-
ment is the "Warren dress" made like a sack and shaped to the
neck. Large and roomy, without sleeves, it affords perfect free-
dom with thorough protection. There is no lack of opportunity
for vigorous activity of little arms and legs, but there is at the
same time perfect protection and warmth, and there is little
chance for thumb sucking.

